Becoming Makers: Examining ‘Making’ Literacy in the Elementary School Science Classroom
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ABSTRACT

This paper extends the concept of digital literacy and applies it to Making. Through case descriptions, we contribute an understanding of how children can become or fail to become individuals literate in Making within a formal learning context. Our analysis draws from video recordings and other data sources of two 4th grade classrooms in which the students, who had already participated in 1.5 years of more structured ‘makified activities’, engaged in an open-ended, exploration-based, and playful task that was more in line with the spirit of Making. Student teams were classified as ‘high in Making literacy’ and ‘low in Making literacy’, revealing how Making literacy was expressed at the level of skills, mental models, and practices in various ways for different students. Our qualitative analysis demonstrates what burgeoning Making literacy may mean in a public elementary school classroom, paving the way for a vision of a time when Making becomes generalized practice.
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INTRODUCTION

The Maker movement has tremendous promise to enable children to participate in empowering learning experiences through technology use. Studies of children’s Making – “an active process of building, designing, and innovating with tools and materials to produce shareable artifacts” [1] – has gained much traction in the IDC community (e.g., [2, 3]). Yet, we still have insufficient understanding of how learning interrelates with Making. In this paper, our focus is the public school classroom as a site for the development of ‘Making’ literacy and learning. Our research goal is to contribute to the understanding of how children become or fail to become Makers within formal learning contexts. Understanding how students may learn Making and become Makers in formal settings may inform us on how the classroom may be a site where children from a diversity of backgrounds are inducted into the Maker movement. Making literacy gains additional significance when it is used in an educational environment where it is a medium for learning. Reading, writing and speaking have traditionally been the main ways by which learning takes place. As new platforms and screen-based media emerged, it was quickly recognized that this literacy needed to evolve to include multimedia and digital technologies, such as Internet search skills. With the deep interest to bring the Maker movement into education, it is imperative that we now begin to understand literacy in the context of Making. Key questions to be asked include not only ‘how does a student become literate in Making?’ but, first of all, the question ‘what does it mean for a student to be literate in Making?’ begs consideration.

BACKGROUND: LITERACY

Literacy is defined by Vee [4] as “a human facility with a symbolic and infrastructural technology that can be used for creative, communicative and rhetorical purposes”. Literacy has traditionally been associated with skills in reading and writing that enable an individual to participate adequately and effectively in society, but many other concepts of literacy have been put forth. ‘Media literacy’ is “the ability to access…media, to understand and to critically evaluate different aspects of the media and media content and to create communications in a variety of contexts” [5]. ‘Digital literacy’ includes skills like searching, organizing and presenting digital information online [6].

Literacy has at its core processes of meaning-making through forms of representation [7]. A literate individual is able and willing to engage with the medium to create new meaning. A useful framework proposed by Meyers et al. [8] describes three aspects of digital literacy: i) Skills – “a set of discrete abilities or behaviors”; ii) Mental models – “the application of abstract mental models to activities involving digital content”, essentially ‘habits of mind’ that
one may apply to generalized contexts and problems (e.g., being able to evaluate the authority of internet sources); and iii) Practices – “engagement in a set of practices involving digital tools and media that are deeply embedded in a particular context or activity”, i.e., the general capability of an individual to function within a physical and social environment characterized by digitality, which typically is accompanied with a sense of identity.

TOWARD ‘MAKING’ LITERACY
To our knowledge, there has been little examination of the concept of literacy in terms of Making. DiSessa [9] argues that for a literacy to arise, the associated technology must first become central or infrastructural to the society’s communication practices. For instance, although writings were available very early on, the importance of reading and writing literacy came into play much later [4]. As Making technologies become diversified in their uses and more pervasive in everyday settings, there is increasing pressure to understand the form that Making literacy will take and what it will entail. Some prior work paved the way for us to think about the issue. Meyers et al. [8] move literacy within the scope of the Maker through another perspective on digital literacy: rather than seeing the literate individual as a consumer who is able and willing to engage in interpretive processes to (re)produce meaning, they advance the notion of the participatory creator – “a digitally literate person who is able to and see themselves as someone who engages in the activity of digital information creation”.

In her dissertation, Litts [1] uses the lens of ‘multiliteracies’ to analyze learning in three types of informal makerspaces (libraries, after school programs, and museums). Multiliteracies recognizes that learning is situated and embedded in material and socio-cultural contexts, and that there are many ways for people to learn [10]. Litts proposes three design threads emerging from her analysis: activity (making trajectory and artifact), identity (maker), and community (makerspace). Using this framework, Litts asserts for instance that “not every classroom can become a makerspace, since makerspaces require a community element that transcends the systemic limitations of a traditional classroom”.

The area of ‘computational thinking’ expanded to ‘computational literacy’ that recognizes “the computer as the material basis of the literacy” [4] may also be relevant to Making literacy. Steinkuehler and Johnson [11] report on two case studies of groups engaging in ‘modding (modifications) of the well-known game World of Warcraft. Mods can be seen as computational artifacts, the products of a specific kind of computational literacy. Integrating data from online forums, design documents and interviews, they propose that a potential learning trajectory for computational literacy moves first from consumption (being mod users) to production (becoming mod critics and then mod adapters) to more complex or professional forms (full-fledged mod producers). The question that Steinkuehler and Johnson do not answer is under what conditions does participation evolve into production.

The Making literature has addressed to various degrees the three aspects of literacy from Meyers et al.’s [8] framework. At the level of ‘skills’, research that evaluate particular Making technology implementations and approaches, such as TouchWire [12] and I/O Stickers [13], tend to focus on specific abilities, e.g., wiring circuits, manipulating stickers, or the acquisition of knowledge sets, e.g., circuitry.

At the level of ‘mental models’, work that address the Maker mindset is relevant. Dougherty [14] introduced the idea of the ‘growth mindset’, the belief that one’s capabilities can continuously be improved, as being central to a Maker mindset. Regalla [15] offers reflections on how this growth mindset can be fostered in practice by, for example, training facilitators to withhold offering direct help, helping the children to step back from their process, and nurturing resilience in the face of frustration and failure. Some literature has looked at Making at the level of ‘practices’ or identity. Halverson and Sheridan [16] define Makers as the “identities of participation that people take on within the Maker movement”. Some like Martin and Dixon [17] have delineated characteristics perceived to be associated with the Maker individual (e.g., playful, learning-oriented, accepting of technology, risk-taking, enjoys sharing, etc.).

RESEARCH QUESTION
Digital literacy has been addressed in both formal and informal learning contexts, but in formal institutions, the goal of literacy formation must also consider the “constraints, motivational challenges and rigid discourses” of such contexts [8]. Meyers et al. [8] argue that informal environments are the best suited to actualize this form of digital literacy since “agents can express themselves most fully outside the bounds and constraints of a curricular agenda and standards”. The questions of interest to us then are: i) Can students acquire Making literacy in the elementary school classroom?; and ii) How do students express their Making literacy in a Making-based class assignment?.

Our investigation of these questions adopts the approach of studying how students, having acquired basic Making skills and being familiar with the concept of Making through close-ended Making activities, engage in Making at the level of mental models and practices through an open-ended Making activity for the first time.

STUDY CONTEXT
This study was part of a larger 3-year long research project that integrates Making into the science curriculum for 3rd, 4th, and 5th grade classes within a local public elementary school classroom. Each class engages for a week in a Making curriculum focused around a specific science topic every six weeks. This corresponds to one Making week for every science unit in the curriculum of that particular grade level. Activities during the Making weeks are designed by a team consisting of members with expertise in electrical engineering, computer science, child-computer interaction
and design, and education and classroom pedagogy, informed by feedback from the participating teachers. The allotted class length ranges from 45 minutes to 1.5 hours depending on the grade level. The number of students in each class ranges from 18 to 20.

We describe below an example of the activities that the students engaged in during the Making weeks for the first 1.5 years of the project in the science unit of 'Matter and Energy: Mixtures and Solutions'. The students built an electronic mixer (see Figure 1) comprising of a basic electronic circuit with a geared rotating motor as the load and a switch made out of card stock and conductive copper tape. A 3D-printed mixer head was attached to the motor through a dowel rod so that the student can insert the head into a container and activate the motor. With their electronic mixer, students mixed glitter with water and made observations about the mixture. Other examples of Making activities in which the students engaged for other science units included building LED-embedded food chains, rotating solar system models, etc.

**STUDY DESCRIPTION**

The work reported in this paper specifically focused on two 4th grade Bilingual science classes, both taught by the same teacher. Class 1 had 19 participants and Class 2 had 18 participants, totaling to 37 participants (18 groups of two or three students). The study was conducted in the second semester of Year 2 of the research project, when the 37 participants had already participated in the first 1.5 years of Making curriculum as described above. In one of the Making weeks, the nature of the Making activity was changed. In contrast to the previous activities, the activity was made more open-ended, exploration-based, encompassing, and more playful.

The curriculum topic addressed during the focus Maker week was 'Forms of Energy'. The learning goals for this unit were that students should be able to differentiate among the various forms of energy (including mechanical, sound, electrical, light, and heat or thermal energy. Minors’ assent was obtained from all the students prior to the study, and parents also provided written informed consent for their child to be observed and recorded during class. The focus Making week consisted of the following activities:

On Day 1, a review of the forms of energy was done by the teacher to ensure baseline science knowledge. On Day 2, students were put in groups of two or three. Each group was assigned one form of energy, and the students were given a single instruction for the Maker activity: “Make a diorama that shows a model of your assigned form of energy using the materials available to you in any way that you want”.

The students were given a set of components (Figure 3), most of which they have encountered in previous Making weeks. From their engagement in the previous 1.5 years of Making weeks, the students had basic Making skills (building a basic electronic circuit to activate LEDs, and motors) and programming skills using the Arduino microcontroller board and the ArduBlockly interface (a block-based visual programming interface).

As in previous Making weeks, helpers were present in the classroom, but for this activity, students were let to work independently and without interruption from the adults, unless help was specifically requested by the children. The diorama-making activity was spread over Day 2 and Day 3. On Day 4, all student teams presented their final dioramas to the class, the teacher and the school principal. The students planned out a script and practiced at their tables before doing their presentations. Figure 2 shows the students working on their dioramas. On Day 5, the students filled in a questionnaire about their interest in Making and feedback about the Making week.

**DATA ANALYSIS**

Our research adopted a qualitative case study approach. Data sources included video recordings of each student team’s diorama presentation, the diorama drawings, pictures of the final diorama with electronics embedded, video recordings of the planning phase, planning sheets, and observation notes from helpers.

Two members of the research team watched the students’ presentations and together generated a summary of the concept of each diorama. Specifically, notes were taken on the components used, how the diorama modeled the type of energy assigned, and the role that Making broadly had in the diorama. Six student groups that had the most interesting presentations were selected for deeper analysis. Three pairs of coders were assigned two student groups each. All coders were familiar with the Maker movement. Each pair of coders consisted of one person from a technical background (computer science or engineering) and one person from a non-technical background (education or design). The data for each student group were collected from all the various sources identified earlier, and given to each coder pair. Each coder independently reviewed all the data, and then did a decomposition analysis of the dioramas: first, all the meaningful units of the diorama were identified (see Figure 5 for example of decomposition); each unit was then coded as being ‘technology-based’ or ‘non-technology’ (a technology-based unit could contain non-technology elements as well, as long as at least one technology component was integrated); and finally, the coders noted the function that
each unit served in the broader diorama with respect to the intended science concept. The coders from all pairs and the two members of the research team who did the initial group selection then met to compare and contrast the process and products of the student groups.

**FINDINGS**

**RQ1: Can students acquire Making literacy in the elementary school classroom?**

All the pairs managed to produce technology-based dioramas that were in line with the assignment instruction given. This suggests that at least at the level of skills, all the children knew how to Make. Figure 4 shows the 6 dioramas analyzed. We describe only two of them below because of space restrictions. Pairs 1 and 2 were assigned thermal energy to model. Pair 1 created a narrative around their form of energy of a camper who set up camp in the forest and lit up a fire to scare away a snake. Their presentation highlighted the camp fire as emanating heat. Out of the six components that made up their diorama, 3 had a technology component and 3 were simply arts-and-craft (see Figure 5). While other parts of their diorama related to science (“The sun makes the plants grow and the plants give us oxygen.”), the children made explicit links to thermal energy only for the camp fire. Thus, all of the other components, technology- or non-technology-based played a supporting role to provide context for the narrative. Pair 1 thus used Making both as the illustrator for the science concept, and to provide context to the concept.

Pair 2 created a literal representation of an LED circuit. Their concept was that “When we keep the light on all the day it gets hot. Today we’re going to show you how to turn on the light.” Their diorama had five meaningful units: an LED, a battery pack, the Arduino microcontroller, a resistor, and a laptop. Each element was drawn on the paper and the electronic component placed on top of the drawing except for the laptop. While all their components were technology-based, not all had a functional role. The battery and the resistor, for example, were drawn in the diorama but were not used in the circuit. The children powered the LED from the Arduino running from the laptop, making the battery and resistor redundant. Pair 2 used Making to produce exemplars of science concepts themselves (LED for light, and the warm resistor for heat).

**RQ2: How do students express their Making literacy in a Making-based class assignment?**

We describe below how the students’ Making literacy was observed at the level of skills, mental models and practices.

**Skills.** Basic Making literacy skills that all the students were familiar with from the past 1.5 years of Making curriculum included connecting batteries and paper switches with loads, such as LEDs and motors, and programming how to switch on and off loads using the Arduino. In this first-time open-ended Maker activity, high literacy students were able to identify materials that they would need for the concept that they envisioned. For example, after deciding to use vibration to generate sound for a mobile phone ringing, Diego and Daniella (Pair 5) identified the difference between the vibrating motor and the rotating motor, and quickly communicated to a helper that they needed to exchange their rotating motor for a vibrating one for their vibrating mobile phone concept. While even low literacy students could connect up circuits correctly once they were given the correct materials, they had...
problems identifying the materials needed to operationalize their diorama concept. Annie and Christian in Pair 2, for example, included a resistor and a battery in their circuit when their LED was already being powered by an Arduino.

**Mental models. Troubleshooting:** In previous Making weeks, helpers had continuously reinforced troubleshooting as a key process in Making. Different troubleshooting strategies had been explained to the students, such as checking that wires were connected properly and that the battery packs were switched on. We observed that even lower literacy students could engage in such learnt troubleshooting during the open-ended activity. However, groups higher in Making literacy were able to *think of other ways to troubleshoot through exploration and experimentation.* For example, when Nicole and Vanessa (Pair 3) were stumped in how to reverse the motor on their push-pull machine, they tried two different methods: pulling the motor out and turning it over, and hand-cranking the machine using the wooden dowel until the machine was back to its starting position;

*Ability to think about the science concept through the possibilities afforded by Making:* Lower literacy students struggled in 3 ways: i) they could not think of a diorama concept that would use the available Making technologies to represent their form of energy; ii) when they came up with a concept, they could not see how to implement it using Making; or iii) there was a clear separation in their discussions of Making and science such that the two did not interrelate, and neither one was in service of the other.

For example, Ricardo and John (Pair 4) were assigned mechanical energy. They engaged in Making and were entirely proficient in building their LED circuits to represent the headlights in their diorama of a school bus, but their discussion of the bus door opening or the bus driver pressing the brake pedal as being instances of mechanical energy did not interrelate with their Making process. The two boys could correctly identify what was using mechanical energy in their diorama when asked, and they even brought a push-pull device with them during their presentation. However the device served no purpose in the diorama, and was not actually used during the presentation. This suggests that although Pair 4 understood the science concept and had adequate Making skills, they were poor in Making literacy. Conversely, students deemed higher in Making literacy went beyond simply connecting Making with the science concept, and grounded their dioramas in real-world scenarios. For instance, Diego and Daniella (Pair 5) made the connection between vibrating motors and the buzzing noise of their mobile phone on silent mode. Nicole and Vanessa (Pair 3) made connections between the concept of mechanical energy, rotating motors in a gear system, and the way one moves a toothbrush back and forward to brush teeth.

*Ability to deconstruct the artifact to be made and figuring out how to realize each aspect through Making:* In Pair 3’s toothbrush diorama, for example, even though brushing one’s teeth is typically viewed as a holistic activity rather than disttinct pushing and pulling actions, Nicole and Vanessa deconstructed the concept in their discussions into separate movements. They were then able to reflect on how to actualize each movement using the rotating motor. Similarly, Jim and Adrianna (Pair 1) deconstructed their idea of heat energy scaring away animals into distinct units and they then operationalized each using Making through iterative problem-solving. E.g., the as a printed sun drawing in front of an LED in a 3D-printed cap (see B in Figure 5), a rotating motor to animate a tree drawing to simulate wind (see A in Figure 5).

Groups that did not engage a deconstruction process tended to have a one-to-one mapping between a science concept and a technology artifact.

**Practices.** At the level of practices, some students were observed to be able to function better in a Making environment than others. Diego and Daniella (Pair 5) continuously *expressed their ideas* to each other throughout the design process and *shared all responsibilities* equally. Nicole and Vanessa (Pair 3) readily expressed their Making ideas to each other as well as to adult helpers, and reported that they actually enjoyed explaining themselves and how their artifacts worked. Students considered low in Making literacy had difficulty integrating Making as part of their typical collaboration practice. A case example is that of Ricardo and John (Pair 4) who were able to discuss with each other during the initial brainstorming phase when no Making was involved, but once they started the Making process, they worked completely independently of each other.

Another way by which students were deemed to be further away from the practice of Making was through the *delay of the Making process.* A case in point is Pair 6 who dedicated almost the whole two days to drawing their diorama, and spent only the last 20 minutes of the presentation day to engage in Making and had to rush to finish up their circuits. They did not necessarily dislike Making, but saw Making as an add-on to an art-and-craft-based diorama.

**DISCUSSION**

Our findings showed that after learning Making skills within classroom constraints (lockstepped instructions, fixed goals, minimal choices, etc.) for 1.5 years, the students could produce significant technology-based science dioramas in a Maker activity that was more in line with the spirit or essence of Making [16]. At a certain level then, the students would be considered as Makers. Indeed, questionnaires that we have collected throughout the prior Making weeks indicate that on self-report questions, a good proportion of the students are increasingly seeing themselves as Makers. They like Making, they are motivated to Make, and they feel that they can Make. However, their processes, behaviors and performance in the open-ended Maker activity showed a more nuanced picture. We extracted the themes of Making literacy from our analyses and present them in a framework shown in Table 1. A Making-literate student functions effectively at all three levels of skills, mental models and practices. Most Making skills can be taught and learnt. If the skills are correctly as-
simulated, students should be able to engage in Making, as many do by following tutorials and how-to guides on websites.

But Making-literate students also assimilate generalized ways of doing in their thinking and are able to apply them to various problems and scenarios. Literacy at the level of mental models can be basic in the sense that one simply applies learnt troubleshooting strategies to a particular problem. Greater literacy results in troubleshooting through the use of exploration and experimentation processes, or one being able to think about a concept or a problem through Making as grounded in real-life scenarios.

A Making-literate student further accepts Making as part of his/her ways of being and adopted it into his/her practices. Literacy at the level of practices is mostly emergent, and is challenging to inculcate through actual teaching. More literate children tend to have the drive and motivation to engage in Making. They enjoy the process and are not fearful of discussing or sharing what they did. Making takes on more of a normalized quality— they begin to perceive Making as something that you just do, and not as an add-on or something totally distinct from their typical activities.

CONCLUSION

Why is it important to begin thinking about Making literacy? We expect the Maker movement to evolve beyond being a ‘movement’ or a subculture. Making is poised to become a generalized rather than a specialized practice [4], essentially a literacy, just like textual and visual literacy today. Children learn to read till around third grade, after which they read to learn. The same may perhaps be expected for Making in the future: children may learn how to make and then use Making to think about a concept or a problem through Making as grounded in real-life scenarios.

We expect the Maker movement to evolve beyond being a ‘movement’ or a subculture. Making is poised to become a generalized rather than a specialized practice [4], essentially a literacy, just like textual and visual literacy today. Children learn to read till around third grade, after which they read to learn. The same may perhaps be expected for Making in the future: children may learn how to make and then use Making to think about a concept or a problem through Making as grounded in real-life scenarios.

A Making-literate student further accepts Making as part of his/her ways of being and adopted it into his/her practices. Literacy at the level of practices is mostly emergent, and is challenging to inculcate through actual teaching. More literate children tend to have the drive and motivation to engage in Making. They enjoy the process and are not fearful of discussing or sharing what they did. Making takes on more of a normalized quality— they begin to perceive Making as something that you just do, and not as an add-on or something totally distinct from their typical activities.

Table 1. Aspects of Making Literacy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SKILLS</th>
<th>MENTAL MODELS</th>
<th>PRACTICES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identifying parts and components</td>
<td>Troubleshooting</td>
<td>Self-identification as a Maker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognizing the functions of parts</td>
<td>Troubleshooting through exploration and experimentation</td>
<td>Integration of Making into collaboration practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecting up circuits</td>
<td>Thinking through Making possibilities</td>
<td>Making as integral to one’s activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic programming using block-based interface</td>
<td>Making for the sake of Making</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deconstructing artifact</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>One-to-one mapping of concept and Making component</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Problem-solving each aspect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leamt</th>
<th>Emergent</th>
<th>Emergent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learnt</td>
<td>Learnt</td>
<td>Learnt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learnt</td>
<td>Learnt</td>
<td>Learnt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learnt</td>
<td>Learnt</td>
<td>Learnt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learnt</td>
<td>Learnt</td>
<td>Learnt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learnt</td>
<td>Learnt</td>
<td>Learnt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learnt</td>
<td>Learnt</td>
<td>Learnt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learnt</td>
<td>Learnt</td>
<td>Learnt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learnt</td>
<td>Learnt</td>
<td>Learnt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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